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Well, I’m back already with more newsworthy developments from Tarrafal. 
Not as many things have happened all at once this time, but very important 
things nevertheless, and we hope they will help us move forward in several 
respects.

We have started a ‘mapping of necessities’ 
study intended to identify the most pressing
essentials for Tarrafal’s inhabitants, so we 
know the most important things they lack 
and where the need for action is greatest. 
The idea is that this will help us decide 
where and how we can make the best use of
our human and financial resources, and who
the potential contacts are that could support
us

with, or collaborate on, our projects. 
This study is being carried out by a
Portuguese specialist, Isabel Abreu.
She has been working in research
projects in the area of human rights,
for various research centres and
NGOs in Asia, Latin America and
Africa, and agreed to work for DaM
on a voluntary basis. Between the
end of September and late October,



she spent nearly four weeks in 
Tarrafal collecting the necessary 
information ‘on the ground’; she is 
now back in Portugal, where she will 
analyse and evaluate her findings. 
We’re very eager to learn the 
outcome!

On her visit, Isabel brought with her an
entire box full of medicines that had

been collected by Emiliana Martins, 
the head (and coordinating nurse) of 
the UCC Gentes de Loulé, which 
belongs to the Portuguese Central 
Association of Health Centres (ACES) 
in Loulé (Algarve, Portugal). 

Other friends of Isabel‘s, as well as
family members, were also keen to
support DaM and our work. Isabel came
bearing other gifts too, namely seven
financial donations for our ‘Educational
Support’ project. For 12 pupils at the
Tarrafal primary school, the new school
year thus held a pleasant surprise in
store. They were provided with a blue
apron dress (it being customary to wear
these to school), along with school
textbooks, a pencil case full of writing
things, various exercise books and a
rucksack in which to carry these lovely new treasures. For some of them, their 
motivation to learn will have skyrocketed now that they are no longer empty-
handed but are so well-equipped for school... 

Thank you to everyone who has made this effort for the children, the sick and 
others in Tarrafal, and esspecially to Isabel Abreu, to the Mar Tranquilidade 
guest house in Tarrafal, Mindelo-based travel agency Aventura Turismo and 
Kathrin Weisbarth-Guschel, who met Isabel’s travel costs, and to the group of 
her friends from Aveiro (Portugal) which helped with the other expenses. 


